
 

 

Welcome to my world!   

Thanks for allowing me to share this cutting edge information and my personal 

experiences with you. Hold onto your hat as we start this amazing ride together! 

My name is Daniel Flear. You may already know me as the Anxiety Whisperer. 

Today, however, I am speaking to you as the creator of the F.I.X. Code Technique 

and founder of Ancient Gene Technologies.  

As such, I am excited to introduce you to a new paradigm–one that is daring and 

could and will change the world of emotional therapies. 

You will understand why as you read on. 

Our company motto  “Where New Age meets Ancient Gene Technologies” describes 

so well the challenging journey I have been on for 25 years–to educate, enlighten, 

and change people’s perspectives on emotions.  

Here is what I have discovered: “Emotions simply aren’t us.”   

What does that even mean? 

On this journey of studying the human response to emotions, I have touched many 

lives. This has allowed me to develop an amazing technique called The F.I.X. Code. 

Through this cutting edge technique, I can prove every time that the new paradigm 

‘emotions are not us’ is true.  

We are NOT our emotions. 

Once this new paradigm is accepted, it changes how we understand emotions and 

how living free of negative emotions allows us to live our best life.  

Since 1988 I have studied traditional therapies, combining  my credentials as a 

Master Hypnotherapist, a Master of NLP, with the Shamanistic teachings of the 

Hawaiian Huna.  I had been searching for a long time, just as you have. 

A life altering, near death experience was the turning point for me, personally.  

This Blue Light experience removed all negative emotions from my unconscious 

mind and physical body. From this, a new technique was created, known today as 

The F.I.X. Code. 

I believe that negative emotions can be completely removed from a person’s life 

without affecting the memories or events they were attached to. 



 

 

I am living proof.   

So are the thousands of people who have experienced this technique.  

This journey has NOT been easy but there was no doubt I had to continue my quest 

to deliver this NEW knowledge and the Truth to the world.  

The Blue Light experience allowed me to download information that enables me to 

help people remove their negative emotions. I understand and can explain precisely 

what emotions are and how they work inside the human body.  

Emotions are NOT us. This is proven every time I uses this technique. 

If you choose to believe this new paradigm, it will change your life forever. 

 

I am excited to introduce you to this incredible new point of view. What I have 

learned is unlike any theory you have ever heard, and it may be difficult to believe, 

but it is true.  

With years of expertise and proof behind me, it is now time to share.  

Just think about how your life would change without anger, hurt, resentment or 

anxiety! 

How could you help your family and friends, or clients, if you are a practitioner? 

I  am writing and sharing my very personal story of the Blue Light for two reasons. 

First–This event was an epiphany for me. I know I am not alone in having such a life 

altering experience. My life changed in one moment.  

Maybe yours is about to change also. 

Second–It was the catalyst that set me on my life’s path. For many years, I have 

devoted my time to creating, researching, testing and improving the first version of 

this technique until it became elegant, yet simple–and one that you can learn to do! 

How this evolved is another story–but now, The Story of the Blue Light 

 

 



 

 

The Blue Light 

My life changed forever… 

 

 

Absolutely nothing mattered…. 

 

I was in the darkest of dark places…my life was over. I was losing everything. A 

huge software program for my unconscious mind had taken over-or so it seemed. 

 

It was a Friday afternoon and I sat hopelessly on the edge of my bed, hunched over, 

head in my hands. Overwhelmed, I could not find one single reason to stay on the 

planet.  

 

I wallowed in my own self pity. 

 

Fear, loss, anger, failure, hurt, worthlessness, sadness as well as many other 

horrible feelings weighed heavily on my shoulders.  Every part of my body ached 

from the stress of these negative emotions. 

 

I was paralyzed with fear. My future didn’t exist.  Part of me knew I should have 

been out getting my business back on track but tit all seemed so pointless. 

 

My finances were a mess. My business partnership had fallen apart. People were 

angry at me. Nothing was working. I was stuck in a deep dark pit. 

 

It is impossible to see a future when negative emotions run your life, but I didn’t 

know that…. 

 

Was I going to end my life?  

 

….quite possibly…  

 

Admitting that underscores the gravity of my situation. It felt like nothing was going to 

work. Why bother? Knowing my efforts would be futile, the options were limited. 

 

Struggling to stand, I staggered out of my room, headed down the hall and walked 

into a bizarre event that forever changed my life. 



 

 

 

At the top of the stairs, strangely I felt …as if I wasn’t alone. The air had become 

very dense, stopping me, like quicksand.  The silence was eerie. 

 

(In order to understand what happened next, I have to believe my unconscious mind 

allowed me to use this Stargate metaphor) 

 

A bright sky blue ring appeared from nowhere,  hovered above my head like a 

horizontal Stargate, complete with watery blue centre.  

 

Like a hoop, it slipped down over my head, surrounding me, moved down my body, 

then all around me. Was I being scanned?  

 

The Stargate dropped through the floor and disappeared!  “Well, that was weird!”   

 

I was intensely aware of everything around me. Time was very, very slow. The air 

was thick and heavy. There was only silence and I had no concept of time. 

 

My world had stood still. I was not anxious or upset, the horrible negative emotions 

were gone! 

 

Turning around, I walked back into my room, dressed and left the house.  

 

Looking back, wouldn’t you think I would have been more curious about what just 

happened? 

 

Oddly, I wasn’t. I just sort of forgot about the whole event. 

 

 

What happened next? 
 

I took time for me to comprehend the magnitude of that life defining moment.  

 

My anxiety producing memories stopped surfacing and I got on with my life, getting 

my business set up. I had a future and a reason to live. 

 

Looking back, I did recognize that the events and reactions which followed  were life 

changing.  

 

I began to observe emotions from a different point of view.  



 

 

Over the next 6 weeks, my weight dropped about 45 pounds, simply melting away. 

This was highly unusual–I had been overweight all my adult life. Now, more than ten 

years later, my weight has remained constant. 

 

I attribute this to my body being in harmony for the first time. 

 

Nothing was jamming my heart wave. With negative emotions gone, the heart wave 

can breathe. Therefore, all the cells in my body were in harmony.  

 

Immediately, it also became apparent that I had access to Universal Knowledge  

regarding emotions. I was made aware of how emotions worked and amazingly, I 

was also given the code generator to remove them–just as mine had been.  

 

On my journey up to this point, I had been studying different forms of healing 

techniques / modalities and therapies. Now, I was able to ask Source amazing 

questions from a new space of being.  

 

I was present without negative emotions running me. It seemed like a gateway to 

knowledge was at my fingertips.  

 

What I have since learned is almost unbelievable. This event was only the 

beginning. 

 

 

After the Blue Light Story 
 

So much has happened since the Blue Light episode calmed my life, but allow me to 

focus on two specific concepts that could  and will change the whole model of 

traditional mind therapies. 

 

What I am about to tell you is very unusual and also true. 

 

First, let me repeat that there is a new paradigm when talking about emotions. We 

know that emotions are NOT US. 

 

Secondly, negative emotions can be removed in less than 10 minutes with a very 

simple, non-invasive new technique. 

 

Both statements can be proven so let’s look at each of them 



 

 

 

What I learned 
 

Emotions are not US. © 

 

When you accept this, everything changes.  

 

How often have you heard friends repeatedly tell the same emotionally charged 

story, with the same inflection and emotion, down to the last tiny detail, every single 

time? Or told your own story the same way, believing that this illustrates who you 

are, what you believe and value. 

 

In the new paradigm, the content of your story is irrelevant. You do not need to 

discuss the circumstances.  Once the negative emotion is removed, the content no 

longer matters. 

 

This alone is different from traditional therapy models. 

 

Until now, we have been taught that our emotions are who we are–that they are 

what made us who we are today–that we need our emotions–they push us to do 

great things. 

 

NO they don’t… 

 

Really, you just happened to do some great things while you were angry for 

example. The emotions did not push you to do amazing things, make great 

decisions or accomplish incredible feats. It was not your anger that was the impetus. 

 

It was YOU who did those great things. 

 

When negative emotions are removed using the F.I.X. Code Technique, you stop 

running the same stories over and over in your head. The stories are still there, but 

the content isn’t important–neither are the strong feelings evident.  

 

Think about that.  

 

You have negative chatter in your head about how anxious you are to leave the 

house, meet new people in social situations or have a job interview–and suddenly 

the anxiety is gone.  

 



 

 

Much like my own experience, you just forget about the anxiety and go about your 

business–you ace the job interview, you enjoy new social situations and leaving the 

house is an uneventful routine. 

 

Can you even begin to imagine the life you will have? 

 

How you can experience this freedom 

 
Did you notice earlier that I mentioned that negative emotions can be removed in 

about 10 minutes using a simple, elegant new technique?  

 

This strange experience lead to the development of an incredible technique which 

has been years in the making and it works every time. It has been used successfully 

with thousands of people, allowing them to get on with their lives. 

 

We call this the F.I.X. Code Technique. 

 

Experience a session with me by following the link to “Book a Session”. 

 

This is non-invasive and respectful. I do not need to hear your sad stories to do this 

work with you. This is unlike anything you have ever experienced. 

 

Once you have had a session or two, you may want to learn to do this yourself and 

that is entirely possible.  

 

Find all the details about our online training here.(link) This will change your life and 

the lives of your loved ones or clients. 

 

We are the free energy model of mind therapies and we go where no other 

therapy has gone. You can find us where New Age meets Ancient Gene 

Technologies. 

 

While many experts today tell us we need to change our life to eliminate negative 

emotions, UNTIL NOW no one has actually done that as we have-so simply, so 

eloquently, so quickly and so successfully.  

 

“We are building a relationship with the rest of the WORLD so as to SHARE 

the F.I.X. Code Technique with THEM so THEY can change THEIR world.” 

 

And we are extremely excited that you are part of this! 


